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Abstract

Let X be an infinite graph of bounded degree; e.g., the Cayley graph of a free product of
finite groups. If G is a finite graph covered by X, it is said to be X-Ramanujan if its second-
largest eigenvalue λ2(G) is at most the spectral radius ρ(X) of X, and more generally k-quasi-
X-Ramanujan if λk(G) is at most ρ(X). In case X is the infinite ∆-regular tree, this reduces to
the well known notion of a finite ∆-regular graph being Ramanujan. Inspired by the Interlacing
Polynomials method of Marcus, Spielman, and Srivastava, we show the existence of infinitely
many k-quasi-X-Ramanujan graphs for a variety of infinite X. In particular, X need not be
a tree; our analysis is applicable whenever X is what we call an additive product graph. This
additive product is a new construction of an infinite graph A1 + · · · + Ac from finite “atom”
graphs A1, . . . , Ac over a common vertex set. It generalizes the notion of the free product graph
A1 ∗ · · · ∗ Ac when the atoms Aj are vertex-transitive, and it generalizes the notion of the uni-
versal covering tree when the atoms Aj are single-edge graphs. Key to our analysis is a new
graph polynomial α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) that we call the additive characteristic polynomial. It general-
izes the well known matching polynomial µ(G; x) in case the atoms Aj are the single edges of G,
and it generalizes the r-characteristic polynomial introduced in [Rav16, LR18]. We show that
α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) is real-rooted, and all of its roots have magnitude at most ρ(A1 + · · · + Ac).
This last fact is proven by generalizing Godsil’s notion of treelike walks on a graph G to a no-
tion of freelike walks on a collection of atoms A1, . . . , Ac.
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1 Introduction

Let X be an infinite graph, such as one of the eight partially sketched below.

Figure 1: Some infinite graphs (with only a finite portion sketched, repeating in the obvious way).
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For each such X, we are interested in finite graphs G that “locally resemble” X. More precisely
we are interested in FinQuo(X), all the finite graphs (up to isomorphism) that are covered by X;
essentially, this means that there is a graph homomorphism X → G that is a local isomorphism
(see Definition 2.5). For example, if X is the bottom-left graph in Figure 1, then FinQuo(X) consists
of the finite graphs that are collections of C4’s, with each vertex participating in three C4’s. Or, if
X is the top-right graph in Figure 1, namely the infinite regular tree T3, the set FinQuo(X) is just
the 3-regular finite graphs.

For FinQuo(T3), a well known problem is to understand the possible expansion properties of
graphs in the set; in particular, to understand the possible eigenvalues of 3-regular graphs. Every
3-regular graph G has a “trivial” eigenvalue of 3. As for the next largest eigenvalue, λ2(G), a
theorem of Alon and Boppana [Alo86] implies that for any ε > 0, almost all G ∈ FinQuo(T3) have
λ2(G) > 2

√
2− ε. This special quantity, 2

√
2, is precisely the spectral radius of the infinite graph T3.

(In general, the spectral radius of the infinite ∆-regular tree T∆ is 2
√

∆− 1.) The “Ramanjuan
question” is to ask whether the Alon–Boppana bound is tight; that is, whether there are infinitely
many 3-regular graphs G with λ2(G) 6 2

√
2. Such “optimal spectral expanders” are called 3-

regular Ramanujan graphs.
In this paper, we investigate the same question for other infinite graphs X, beyond just T∆ and

other infinite trees. Take again the bottom-left X in Figure 1, which happens to be the “free product
graph” C4 ∗ C4 ∗ C4. Every G ∈ FinQuo(C4 ∗ C4 ∗ C4) is 6-regular, so Alon–Boppana implies that
almost all these G have λ2(G) > 2

√
5− ε. But in fact, an extension of Alon–Boppana due to Grig-

orchuk and Żuk [GZ99] shows that almost all G ∈ FinQuo(C4 ∗C4 ∗C4) must have λ2(G) > ρ0− ε,
where ρ0 =

√
5
√

5 + 11 > 2
√

5 is the spectral radius of C4 ∗ C4 ∗ C4. The Ramanujan question for
X = C4 ∗ C4 ∗ C4 then becomes: Are there infinitely many X-Ramanujan graphs, meaning graphs
G ∈ FinQuo(C4 ∗ C4 ∗ C4) with λ2(G) 6 ρ0? We will show the answer is positive.

We may repeat the same question for, say, the sixth graph in Figure 1, X = C3 ∗ C2, the Cayley
graph of the modular group PSL(2,Z): We will show there are infinitely many G ∈ FinQuo(C3 ∗ C2)

with λ2(G) at most the spectral radius of C3 ∗ C2, namely 1
2 +

1
2

√
8
√

2 + 13.
Or again, consider the top-left graph in Figure 1, X = C3 ∗ C2 ∗ C2, a graph determined by

Paschke [Pas93] to have spectral radius ρ1 ≈ 3.65, the largest root of x5 + x4 − x3 − 37x2 − 108x + 112.
Paschke showed this is the infinite graph of smallest spectral radius that is vertex-transitive, 4-
regular, and contains a triangle. Using Paschke’s work, Mohar [Moh10, Proof of Theorem 6.2]
showed that almost all finite 4-regular graphs G in which every vertex participates in a triangle
must have λ2(G) > ρ1− ε. We will show that, conversely, there are infinitely many such graphs G
with λ2(G) 6 ρ1.

Motivations. We discuss here some motivations from theoretical computer science and other ar-
eas. The traditional motivation for Ramanujan graphs is their optimal (spectral) expansion prop-
erty. The usual T∆-Ramanujan graphs have either few or no short cycles. However one may
conceive of situations requiring graphs with both strong spectral expansion properties and plenty
of short cycles. Our (C3 ∗ C2 ∗ C2)-Ramanujan graphs (for example) have this property. Ramanu-
jan graphs with special additional structures have indeed played a role in areas such as quan-
tum computation [PS18] and cryptography [CFL+18]. Another recent application comes from a
work by Kollár–Fitzpatrick–Sarnak–Houck [KFSH19] on circuit quantum electrodynamics, where
finite 3-regular graphs with carefully controlled eigenvalue intervals (and in particular, (C3 ∗ C2)-
Ramanujan graphs) play a key role.

Recently, there has been a lot of interest in high-dimensional expanders (see the survey [Lub17]),
which are expander graphs with certain constrained local structure — for example a 2-dimensional
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expander is a graph composed of triangles where the neighborhood of every vertex is an expander.
We speculate that the tools introduced in this work might be useful in constructing high dimen-
sional expanders.

Our original motivation for investigating these questions came from the algorithmic theory
of random constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). There are certain predicates (“constraints”)
on a small number of Boolean variables that are well modeled by (possibly edge-signed) graphs.
Besides the “cut” predicate (modeled by a single edge), examples include: the NAE3 (Not-All-
Equals) predicate on three Boolean variables, which is modeled by the triangle graph C3; and, the
the SORT4 predicate on four Boolean variables, which is modeled by the graph C4 (with three
edges “negated”). It is of considerable interest to understand how well efficient algorithms (e.g.,
eigenvalue/SDP-based algorithms) can solve large CSPs. The most challenging instances tend to
be large random CSPs, and this motivates studying the eigenvalues of large random regular graphs
composed of, say, triangles (for random NAE3 CSPs) or C4’s (for random SORT4). The methods
we introduce in this paper provide a natural way (“additive lifts”) to produce such large random
instances, as well as to understand their eigenvalues. See [DMO+19] for more details on the NAE3
CSP, [Moh18] for more details on the SORT4 CSP, and recent followup work of the authors and
Paredes [MOP19] on more general CSPs, including “Friedman’s Theorem”-style results for some
random CSPs.

2 X-Ramanujan graphs

In this section, X = (V, E) (and similarly X1, X2, etc.) will denote a connected undirected graph
on at most countably many vertices, with uniformly bounded vertex degrees, and with multiple
edges and self-loops allowed. We also identify X with its associated adjacency matrix operator,
acting on `2(V). We recall some basic facts concerning spectral properties of X; see, e.g., [MW89,
Moh82].

Definition 2.1. The spectrum spec(X) of X is the set of all complex λ such that X − λ1 is not in-
vertible. In fact, spec(X) is a subset ofR since we’re assuming X is undirected; it is also a compact
set. When X is finite, we extend spec(X) to be a multiset — namely, the roots of the characteristic
polynomial φ(X; x), taken with multiplicity. In this case, we write the spectrum (eigenvalues) of X
as λ1(X) > λ2(X) > · · · > λ|V|(X).

Definition 2.2. The spectral radius of X is

ρ(X) = lim sup
t→∞

{
(c(t)uv )

1/t
}

,

where c(t)uv denotes the number of walks of length t in X from u vertex u ∈ V to vertex v ∈ V; it is
not hard to show this is independent of the particular choice of u, v [Woe00, Lemma 1.7].

Fact 2.3. The spectral radius ρ(X) is also equal to the operator norm of X acting on `2(V), and to max{λ :
λ ∈ spec(X)}. We also have min{λ : λ ∈ spec(X)} > −ρ(X). Finally, c(t)uu 6 ρ(X)t holds for every
u ∈ V and t ∈ N.

Fact 2.4. If X is bipartite then its spectrum is symmetric about 0; i.e., λ ∈ spec(X) if and only if −λ ∈
spec(X). In particular, −ρ(X) ∈ spec(X).

Definition 2.5. For graphs X1, X2, we say that X1 is a cover of X2 (and that X2 is a quotient of
X1) if there exists f = ( fV , fE) where fV : V1 → V2 and fE : E1 → E2 are surjections satisfying
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fE({u, v}) = { fV(u), fV(v)}, and fE bijects the edges incident to u in V1 with the edges incident to
fV(u) in V2. The map f is also called a covering.

As an example, one may check that the infinite graph depicted on the left in Figure 2 is a cover
of the finite graph depicted on the right.

Figure 2: The infinite graph on the left covers the finite graph on the right.

Fact 2.6. If X1 is a cover of X2, then ρ(X1) 6 ρ(X2). Furthermore, if X1 is finite then ρ(X1) = ρ(X2).

The first statement in the above fact is an easy and well known consequence of Definition 2.2,
since distinct closed walks in X1 map to distinct closed walks in X2. The second statement may be
considered folklore, and appears in Greenberg’s thesis [Gre95]. We now review some definitions
and results from that thesis. (See also [LN98].)

Definition 2.7. Given X, we write FinQuo(X) to denote the family of finite graphs1 covered by X.
(For this definition, we are generally interested in infinite graphs X.) The set FinQuo(X) may
be empty; but otherwise, by a combination of the fact that G1 and G2 have the same universal
covering tree, the fact that any two graphs with the same universal covering tree have a common
finite cover (due to [Lei82]), and Fact 2.6, ρ(G1) = ρ(G2) for all G1, G2 ∈ FinQuo(X). When
FinQuo(X) 6= ∅ we write χ(X) for the common spectral radius of all G ∈ FinQuo(X).

Remark 2.8. If X is ∆-regular and FinQuo(X) 6= ∅ then χ(X) = ∆ (because all G ∈ FinQuo(X) are
∆-regular).

We also remark that it is not particularly easy to decide whether or not FinQuo(X) = ∅,
given X. In case X is an infinite tree, it is known that FinQuo(X) is nonempty if and only if X
is the universal cover tree of some finite connected graph [BK90].

2.1 Alon–Boppana-type theorems

When FinQuo(X) is nonempty, we are interested in the spectrum of graphs G in FinQuo(X). Each
such G will have λ1(G) = χ(X), so we consider the remaining eigenvalues λ2(G) > · · · > λn(G),
particularly λ2(G). In the case that G is ∆-regular, the smallness of λ2(G) (and |λn(G)|) controls
the expansion of G. If G is bipartite, then λn(G) = −χ(X) and the bipartite expansion is controlled
just by λ2(G).

1Up to isomorphism.
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A notable theorem of Alon and Boppana [Alo86] is that for all ∆ > 2 and all ε > 0, there are
only finitely many ∆-regular graphs G with λ2(G) 6 2

√
∆− 1− ε. It is well known that 2

√
∆− 1

is the spectral radius of the infinite ∆-regular tree, ρ(T∆). Since FinQuo(T∆) is the set of all finite
connected ∆-regular graphs, the Alon–Boppana Theorem may also be stated as

lim inf
n→∞

λ2(Gn) > ρ(T∆) for all sequences (Gn) in FinQuo(T∆).

(Notice that if we restrict attention to bipartite ∆-regular graphs G on n vertices, we’ll have
λn(G) = −∆ and we can conclude that there are only finitely many such graphs that have
λn−1(G) > −ρ(T∆) + ε.) Thus the Alon–Boppana gives a limitation on the spectral expansion
quality of ∆-regular graphs and bipartite graphs.

There are several known extensions and strengthenings of the Alon–Boppana Theorem. One
strengthening (usually attributed to Serre [Ser97]) says that for any k > 2, there are only finitely
many ∆-regular G with λk(G) 6 ρ(T∆)− ε. Indeed, in an n-vertex ∆-regular graph G, at least cn
eigenvalues from spec(Gn) must be at least ρ(T∆)− ε, for some c = c(∆, ε) > 0.

Another interesting direction, due to Feng and Li [FL96], concerns the same questions for
(∆1, ∆2)-biregular graphs. (This includes the case of ∆-regular bipartite graphs, by taking ∆1 =
∆2 = ∆.) These are precisely the graphs FinQuo(X) when X is the infinite (∆1, ∆2)-biregular tree
T∆1,∆2 . It holds that χ(T∆1,∆2) =

√
∆1
√

∆2 and ρ(T∆1,∆2) =
√

∆1 − 1 +
√

∆2 − 1. Feng and Li
showed the Alon–Boppana Theorem analogue in this setting,

lim inf
n→∞

λ2(Gn) > ρ(T∆1,∆2) for all sequences (Gn) in FinQuo(T∆1,∆2);

they also showed the Serre-style strengthening. Mohar gave certain generalizations of these re-
sults to multipartite graphs [Moh10].

In these Alon–Boppana(–Serre)-type results for quotients of infinite trees X, the lim inf lower
bound on second eigenvalues for graphs in FinQuo(X) has been ρ(X). In fact, it turns out that this
phenomenon holds even when X is not a tree. The following theorem was first proved by Green-
berg [Gre95] (except that he considered the absolute values of eigenvalues); see [Li96, Chap. 9,
Thm. 13] and Grigorchuk–Żuk [GZ99] for proofs:

Theorem 2.9. For any X and any ε > 0, there is a constant c > 0 such that for all n-vertex G ∈
FinQuo(X) it holds that at least cn eigenvalues from spec(Gn) are at least ρ(X)− ε. (In particular, λ2(G)
— and indeed, λk(G) for any k > 2 — is at least ρ(X)− ε for all but finitely many G ∈ FinQuo(X).)

2.2 Ramanujan and X-Ramanujan graphs

The original Alon–Boppana Theorem showed that, for any ε > 0, one cannot have infinitely
many (distinct) ∆-regular graphs G with λ2(G) 6 2

√
∆− 1 − ε. But can one have infinitely

many ∆-regular graphs G with λ2(G) 6 2
√

∆− 1? Such graphs are called (∆-regular) Ramanu-
jan graphs, and infinite families of them were first constructed (for ∆ − 1 prime) by Lubotzky–
Phillips–Sarnak [LPS88] and by Margulis [Mar88]. Let us clarify here the several slightly different
definitions of Ramanujan graphs.

Definition 2.10. We shall call an n-vertex, ∆-regular graph G (with ∆ > 3) (one-sided) Ramanujan if
λ2(G) 6 2

√
∆− 1, and two-sided Ramanujan if in addition λn(G) > −2

√
∆− 1. If G is bipartite and

(one-sided) Ramanujan, we will call it bipartite Ramanujan. (A bipartite graph cannot be two-sided
Ramanujan, as λn(G) will always be −∆.)
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The Lubotzky–Phillips–Sarnak–Margulis constructions give infinitely many ∆-regular two-
sided Ramanujan graphs whenever ∆ − 1 is a prime congruent to 1 mod 4, and also infinitely
many ∆-regular bipartite Ramanujan graphs in the same case. By 1994, Morgenstern [Mor94] had
extended their methods to obtain the same results only assuming that ∆− 1 is a prime power. It
should be noted that these constructions produced Ramanujan graphs only for certain numbers
of vertices n (namely all n = p(∆), for certain fixed polynomials p).

To summarize these results: for all ∆ with ∆ − 1 a prime power, there are infinitely many
G ∈ FinQuo(T∆) with λ2(G) 6 ρ(T∆). (We will later discuss the improvement to these results
by Marcus, Spielman, and Srivastava [MSS15b, MSS15d].) Based on Greenberg’s Theorem 2.9, it
is very natural to ask if analogous results are true not just for other ∆, but for other infinite X.
This was apparently first asked for the infinite biregular tree T∆1,∆2 by Hashimoto [Has89] (later
also by Li and Solé [LS96]).2 More generally, Grigorchuk and Żuk [GZ99] made (essentially3) the
following definition:

Definition 2.11. Let X be an infinite graph and let G ∈ FinQuo(X). We say that G ∈ FinQuo(X)
is (one-sided) X-Ramanujan if λ2(G) 6 ρ(X). The notions of two-sided X-Ramanujan and bipartite
X-Ramanujan (for bipartite X) are defined analogously.

Note that here the notion of Ramanujancy is tied to the infinite covering graph X; see Clark [Cla07,
Sec. 5] for further advocacy of this viewpoint (albeit only for the case that X is a tree). Start-
ing with Greenberg and Lubotzky [Lub94], a number of authors defined a fixed finite (irregular)
graph G to be “Ramanujan” if λ2(G) 6 ρ(UCT(G)), where UCT(G) denotes the universal cover
tree of X [Ter10]. However Definition 2.11 takes a more general approach, allowing us to ask the
usual Ramanujan question:

Question 2.12. Given an infinite X, are there infinitely many X-Ramanujan graphs?

Given X, an obvious necessary condition for a positive answer to this question is FinQuo(X) 6= ∅;
one should at least have the existence of infinitely many finite graphs covered by X. However this
is known to be an insufficient condition, even when X is a tree:

Theorem 2.13. (Lubotzky–Nagnibeda [LN98].) There exists an infinite tree X such that FinQuo(X) is
infinite but contains no X-Ramanujan graphs.

Based on this result, Clark [Cla06] proposed the following definition and question (though he
only discussed the case of X being a tree):

Definition 2.14. An infinite graph X is said to be Ramanujan if FinQuo(X) contains infinitely many
X-Ramanujan graphs. It is said to be weakly Ramanujan if FinQuo(X) contains at least one X-
Ramanujan graph. (One can apply here the usual additional adjectives two-sided/bipartite.)

Question 2.15. If X is weakly Ramanujan, must it be Ramanujan?

Clark [Cla06] also made the following philosophical point. The proof of the Lubotzky–Nagnibeda
Theorem only explicitly establishes that there is an infinite tree X with FinQuo(X) infinite but no
G ∈ FinQuo(X) having λ2(G) 6 ρ(X). But as long as we’re excluding λ1(G), why not also exclude
λ2(G), or constantly many exceptional eigenvalues? Clark suggested the following definition:

2In fact, they defined a notion of Ramanujancy for (∆1, ∆2)-biregular graphs G that has a flavor even stronger than
that of two-sidedness; they required spec(G) \ {±χ(T∆1,∆2 )} ⊆ spec(T∆1,∆2 ); in other words, for all λ ∈ spec(G) with
λ 6= ±

√
∆1∆2, not only do we have |λ| 6

√
∆1 − 1 +

√
∆2 − 1, but also |λ| > |

√
∆1 − 1−

√
∆2 − 1|. This definition is

related to the Riemann Hypothesis for the zeta function of graphs.
3Actually, they worked with normalized adjacency matrices rather than unnormalized ones; the definitions are

equivalent in the case of regular graphs. They also only defined one-sided Ramanujancy.
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Definition 2.16. An infinite graph X is said to be k-quasi-Ramanujan (k > 1) if there are infinitely
many G ∈ FinQuo(X) with λk+1(G) 6 ρ(X).

Clark observed that a positive answer to the following question (weaker than Question 2.15)
is consistent with Greenberg’s Theorem 2.9:

Question 2.17. If X is weakly Ramanujan, must it be k-quasi-Ramanujan for some k ∈ N+?

Later, Clark [Cla07] directly conjectured the following related statement:

Conjecture 2.18. (Clark.) For every finite G, there are infinitely many lifts H of G such that every “new”
eigenvalue λ ∈ spec(H) \ spec(G) has λ 6 ρ(UCT(G)).

(The notion of an N-lift of a graph will be reviewed in Section 3.3.) This effectively generalizes
an earlier well known conjecture by Bilu and Linial [BL06]:

Conjecture 2.19. (Bilu–Linial.) For every regular finite G, there is a 2-lift H of G such that every “new”
eigenvalue has λ 6 ρ(UCT(G)). As a consequence, one can obtain a tower of infinitely many such lifts
of G.

(Actually, in the above, Bilu–Linial and Clark had the stronger conjecture |λ| 6 ρ(UCT(G)).) As
pointed out in [Cla07], one can easily check that the complete bipartite graph K∆1,∆2 is T∆1,∆2-
Ramanujan, and hence a positive resolution of Conjecture 2.18 would show not only that T∆1,∆2 is
quasi-Ramanujan, but that there are in fact infinitely many T∆1,∆2-Ramanujan graphs.

Finally, Mohar [Moh10] studied these questions in the case of multi-partite trees. Suppose one
has a t-partite finite graph where every vertex in the ith part has exactly j neighbors in the jth
part. Call D = (dij)ij the degree matrix of such a graph. There are very simple conditions under
which a matrix D = Nt×t is the degree-matrix of some t-partite graph, and in this case, there is a
unique infinite tree TD with D as its degree matrix. As an example, the (∆1, ∆2)-biregular infinite
tree corresponds to

D =

(
0 ∆1

∆2 0

)
. (1)

Mohar conjectured that for all degree matrices D, the answer to Question 2.17 is positive for TD.
In fact he made a slightly more refined conjecture. Given D, he defined kD = max{k : λk(D) >
ρ(TD)}. (As an example, kD = 1 for the D in Equation (1).) He then conjectured:

Conjecture 2.20. (Mohar.) For a degree matrix D:

1. [Moh10, Conj. 4.2] If TD is weakly Ramanujan, then it is kD-quasi-Ramanujan.

2. [Moh10, Conj. 4.4] If kD = 1, then TD is Ramanujan.

Mohar mentions that Item 1 might be true simply as the statement “TD is kD-quasi-Ramanujan
for every D”, but was unwilling to explicitly conjecture this.

2.3 Interlacing polynomials

Several of the conjectures mentioned in the previous section were proven by Marcus, Spielman,
and Srivastava using the method of “interlacing polynomials” [MSS15b, MSS15c, MSS17, MSS15d].
Particularly, in [MSS15b] they proved Clark’s Conjecture 2.18 and the Bilu–Linial Conjecture (for
one-sided/bipartite Ramanujancy). One can also show their work implies Item 1 of Mohar’s Con-
jecture 2.20.
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Their first work [MSS15b] in particular shows that for all degree ∆, if one starts with the com-
plete graph K∆+1 or the complete bipartite graph K∆,∆, one can perform a sequence of 2-lifts,
obtaining larger and larger finite graphs G1, G2, . . . each of which has λ2(Gi) 6 2

√
∆− 1; i.e., each

Gi is one-sided/bipartite T∆-Ramanujan.
In a subsequent work [MSS15d], they showed the existence of ∆-regular bipartite Ramanujan

on n + n vertices for each ∆ and each n, as well as ∆-regular one-sided Ramanujan graphs on
2n vertices for each n. The bipartite graphs in this case are n-lifts of the (non-simple) 2-vertex
graph with ∆ edges, which one might denote by ∆K2. However, Marcus–Spielman–Srivastava
don’t really analyze them as lifts of ∆K2 per se. Rather, they analyze them as sums of ∆ random
(bipartition-respecting) permutations of Mn, where Mn denotes the perfect matching on n + n
vertices. In general, [MSS15d] can be thought of as analyzing the eigenvalues of sums of random
permutations of a few large graphs (each of which itself might be the union of many disjoint copies
of a fixed small graph). As such, as we will discuss in Appendix B, its techniques can be used to
construct infinitely many X-Ramanujan graphs for vertex-transitive free product graphs X.

Finally, in a followup work, Hall, Puder, and Sawin [HPS18] reinterpret [MSS15d] from the
random lift perspective, and generalize it to work for N-lifts of any base graph. Specifically, they
prove Clark’s Conjecture 2.18 in a strong way:

Theorem 2.21. (Hall–Puder–Sawin.) Let G be a connected finite graph without loops (but possibly with
parallel edges). Then for every N ∈ N+, there is an N-lift H of G such that every new eigenvalue λ ∈
spec(H) \ spec(G) has λ 6 ρ(UCT(G)).

2.4 Our work and technical overview

Theorem 2.22. Suppose X is an additive product graph such that χ(X) > ρ(X). Then it is k-quasi-
Ramanujan for some k ∈ N+.

(Recall here that χ(X) is the common spectral radius of all G ∈ FinQuo(X).)
In order to show that all additive product graphs X are k-quasi-Ramanujan for some k, we

show the existence of an infinite family of finite quotients of X, which each have at most k eigen-
values that exceed ρ(X). To this end, we start with a base graph H that is a quotient of X and show
that for each n ∈ N there is an n-lift Hn of H that is (i) a quotient of X, and (ii) at most |V(H)|
eigenvalues of Hn exceed ρ(X). To show the existence of an appropriate lift, we pick a uniformly
random lift from a restricted class of lifts called additive lifts that satisfy (i), and show that such a
random lift satisfies (ii) with positive probability.

We achieve this with the method of interlacing polynomials, which one should think of as
the “polynomial probabilistic method”, introduced in [MSS15b, MSS15c]. Let’s start with a very
simple true statement ‘for any random variable X, there is a positive probability that X 6 E[X ′].
For a polynomial valued random variable p, we could attempt to make the statement ‘there is
positive probability that maxroot(p) 6 maxroot(E p)’ where E[p] is the polynomial obtained from
coefficient-wise expectations of p. While this statement is not true in general, it is when p is drawn
from a well structured family of polynomials known as an ‘interlacing family’, described in Sec-
tion 5. We take p to be the polynomial whose roots are the new eigenvalues introduced by the
random lift, and a key fact we use to get a handle on this polynomial is that it can be seen as
the characteristic polynomial of the matrix one obtains by replacing every edge in Adj(H) with
the standard representation of the permutation labeling it. This helps us prove that p is indeed
drawn from an interlacing family in Section 6 and establish bounds on the roots of E[p]. We be-
gin by studying the case n = 2, where p is always the characteristic polynomial of a signing of
Adj(H) and E[p], which we call the additive characteristic polynomial, generalizes the well-known
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matching polynomial and equals it whenever X is a tree. We show that the roots of the additive
characteristic polynomial lie in [−ρ(X), ρ(X)] by proving a generalization of Godsil’s result that
the root moments of the matching polynomial of a graph count the number of treelike walks in the
graph. In particular, we prove that the t-th root moment of the additive characteristic polynomial
counts the number of length-t ‘freelike walks’ in H, which are defined in Section Section 4.1 and
obtain the required root bound by upper bounding the number of freelike walks. Our final ingre-
dient is showing that the same root bounds apply to E[p] for general n, which we show follows
from the case when n = 2 in Section Section 7 using representation theoretic machinery.

The main avenue where our techniques differ from those in previous work (i.e. [MSS15b]
and [HPS18]) are in how the root bounds are proven on the expected characteristic polynomial.
The proof that the root moments of the matching polynomial count closed treelike walks from
[God81] exploits combinatorial structure of the matching polynomial that is not shared by the
additive characteristic polynomial. Instead, we prove the analogous statement to Godsil’s result
that we need by relating certain combinatorial objects resembling matchings with a particular kind
of walk using Newton’s identities and Viennot’s theory of heaps.

3 Additive Products and Additive Lifts

3.1 Elementary definitions

Definition 3.1. Let A be an n× n matrix with entries in a commutative ring. We identify A with
a directed, weighted graph on vertex set [n] (with self-loops allowed, but no parallel arcs); arc
(i, j) is present if and only if A[i, j] 6= 0. In the general case, the entries A[i, j] are taken to be
distinct formal variables. In the unweighted case, each entry A[i, j] is either 0 or 1; in this case,
A is the adjacency matrix of the underlying directed graph. The plain case is defined to be when
A is unweighted, symmetric, and with diagonal entries 0; in this case, A is the adjacency matrix
of a simple undirected graph (with each undirected edge considered to be two opposing directed
arcs).

Definition 3.2. Throughout this work we will consider finite sequences A1, . . . , Ac of matrices
over the same set of vertices [n]; we call each Aj an atom, and the index j its color. We use the terms
general / unweighted / plain whenever all Aj’s have the associated property; we will also use the
term monochromatic when c = 1. When the Aj’s are thought of as graphs, we call G = A1 + · · ·+ Ac
the associated sum graph; note that even if all the Aj’s are unweighted, G may not be (it may have
parallel edges). In the plain case, we use the notation uCv for u, v ∈ V and C ∈ [c] to denote an
edge {u, v} that occurs in AC.

Definition 3.3. A common sum graph case will be when G is a simple undirected graph with c
(undirected) edges, and A1, . . . , Ac are the associated single-edge graphs on G’s vertex set [n]; we
call A1, . . . , Ac the edge atoms for G. Note that this is an instance of the plain case.

3.2 The additive product

In this section we introduce the definition of the additive product of atoms. This is a “quasi-
transitive” infinite graph, meaning one whose automorphism group has only finitely many orbits.
For simplicity, we work in the plain, connected case.

Definition 3.4. Let A1, . . . , Ac be plain atoms on common vertex set [n]. Assume that the sum
graph G = A1 + · · ·+ Ac is connected; letting Aj denote Aj with isolated vertices removed, we also
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assume that each Aj is nonempty and connected. We now define the (typically infinite) additive
product graph A1 + · · · + Ac := (V, E) where V and E are constructed as follows.

Let v1 be a fixed vertex in [n]; let V be the set of strings of the form v1C1v2C2 · · · vkCkvk+1 for
k > 0 such that:

(i) each vi is in [n] and each Ci is in [c],

(ii) Ci 6= Ci+1 for all i < k,

(iii) vi and vi+1 are both in ACi
for all i 6 k;

and, let E be the set of edges on vertex set V such that for each string s ∈ V,

(i) we let {sCu, sCv} be in E if {u, v} is an edge in AC,

(ii) we let {sCu, sCuC′v} be in E if {u, v} is an edge in AC′ , and

(iii) we let {v1, v1Cv} be in E if {v1, v} is an edge in AC.

Two examples are given in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Two examples of the additive product; of course, only a part of each infinite graph can
be shown.

Proposition 3.5. A1 + · · · + Ac is well defined up to graph isomorphism, independent of choice of v1.

Proof. Let X be the additive product graph generated by selecting v1 to be some u and let X′ be
the additive product graph generated by selecting v1 to be u′ 6= u. To establish the proposition,
we will show that X and X′ are isomorphic. First define

f (u1C1 . . . Ckuk+1, uk+1Ck+1 . . . Ck+`uk+`+1) =
f (u1C1 . . . Ck−1uk, uk+2 . . . Ck+`uk+`+1) if Ck = Ck+1 and uk = uk+2,
u1C1 . . . ukCkuk+2Ck+2 . . . Ck+`uk+`+1 if Ck = Ck+1 and uk 6= uk+2

u1C1 . . . ukCkuk+1Ck+1 . . . Ck+`uk+`+1 otherwise.
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Let P = u′C1u1 . . . CkukCk+1u be a string such that ui and ui+1 are both in ACi+1
(identifying u′

with u0 and u with uk+1). We claim that Φ(s) := f (P, s) that maps V(X) to V(X′) is an isomor-
phism. Define P′ as the string obtained by reversing P, i.e., define P′ as uCk+1ukCk . . . u1C1u′. To
see Φ(s) is a bijection, consider the map Φ′(s) := f (P′, s) that maps s ∈ V(X′) to V(X). It can be
verified that Φ′ is the inverse of Φ, and thus Φ is bijective. It can also be verified that if s and s′ in
V(X) share an edge, then so do Φ(s) and Φ(s′).

Proposition 3.6. A1 + · · · + Ac covers G = A1 + · · ·+ Ac.

Proof. Define fV(u1C1 . . . Ckuk+1) = uk+1. For any edge {s, t} in A1 + · · · + Ac, without loss of
generality assume that the string corresponding to s is at least as long as the string corresponding
to t. And now define fE({s, t}) := fV(s)C fV(t) where C is the last color that appears in s. It can
be verified that ( fV , fE) is a valid covering map.

Now, we will go over some common infinite graphs and see how they are realized as additive
products.

Fact 3.7. When G is a connected c-edge graph with edge atoms A1, . . . , Ac, the additive product A1 +
· · · + Ac coincides with the universal cover tree of G.

Proof. Indeed, the additive product of edge atoms is a tree, which by Proposition 3.6 covers G. It
coincides with the universal cover tree since all trees that cover G are isomorphic.

Fact 3.8. When each atom Aj is a (nonempty) vertex-transitive graph on vertex set [n], the additive product
A1 + · · · + Ac coincides with the free product A1 ∗ · · · ∗ Ac, as defined for vertex-transitive graphs by
Znoı̆ko [Zno75], and for general rooted graphs by Quenell [Que94].

Fact 3.9. In fact, given vertex-transitive graphs G1, . . . , Gc on vertex sets of possibly different sizes (e.g.,
Cayley graphs of finite groups), we can also realize their free product as an additive product, as follows.
Let m = LCM(|V(G1)|, . . . , |V(Gc)|). Consider the following atom graphs on m vertices: For each i and
0 6 t < m/|V(Gi)| let Ai,t be a copy of Gi placed on vertices {t|V(Gi)|+ 1, . . . , (t + 1)|V(Gi)|}. Then
the graph

A1,0 + · · · + A1,m/|V(G1)|−1 + A2,0 + · · · + A2,m/|V(G2)|−1 + · · · + Ac,0 + · · · + Ac,m/|V(Gc)|−1

is isomorphic to the free product G1 ∗ · · · ∗ Gc.

Figure 4 illustrates Fact 3.9 in the case of the free product C3 ∗ C2 (the Cayley graph of the
modular group, the sixth graph in Figure 1).
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Figure 4: Realizing C3 ∗ C2 as an additive product of five atoms.

Example 3.10. All of the graphs in Figure 1 are additive products. The first and last are from
Figure 3. The second through fourth (namely, T3, T4, and the biregular T3,4) are all universal
cover trees, and hence additive products by Fact 3.7. The fifth and seventh are additive products
as from Fact 3.8; they are C4 + C4 and C4 + C4 + C4, respectively. Finally, the sixth graph is an
additive product as illustrated in Figure 4.

Remark 3.11. Let X be the second additive product graph in Figure 3. Our techniques show the
existence of an infinite family of X-Ramanujan graphs — X is a notable example of a graph that is
neither a tree nor a free product of vertex transitive graphs that is also an additive product.

3.3 Lifts and balanced lifts

Definition 3.12. In this section, a graph G = (V, E) will mean a (possibly infinite) undirected
graph, with parallel edges allowed, but loops disallowed. Thus E should be thought of as a mul-
tiset (with its elements being sets of cardinality 2).

Definition 3.13. Given an (undirected) graph G = (V, E), its directed version is the directed graph
~G = (V,~E), where the multiset ~E is formed replacing each edge {u, v} ∈ E with a corresponding
dart — i.e., pair of directed edges (u, v), (v, u). Given one edge e in such a dart, we write e−1 for
the other edge. A warning: if E has c copies of an edge {u, v}, then ~E will contain c pairs (u, v),
(v, u), and the (·)−1 notation refers to a fixed perfect matching on those pairs.

Definition 3.14. Given an n-vertex graph G = (V, E), we identify the vertices with an orthonormal
basis of Cn; the vector for vertex v is denoted |v〉.4 A directed edge (u, v) ∈ ~E may be associated

4We are using the Dirac bra-ket notation, in which |v〉 denotes a column vector and 〈v| denotes its conjugate-
transpose |v〉†.
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with the matrix |v〉〈u|. The adjacency matrix of G is the Hermitian matrix Adj(G) = C
n×n defined

by
Adj(G) = ∑

(u,v)∈~E
|v〉〈u| .

Definition 3.15. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let σ : ~E → SN be a labeling of directed edges
by permutations of [N] satisfying σ(e−1) = σ(e)−1. The associated N-lift graph is defined as
follows. The lifted vertex set is V × [N]; we may sometimes identify these vertices with vectors
|v〉|i〉 ∈ CV ⊗CN . The lifted oriented edge set consists of a dart ((u, i), (v, σ(u, v)i))± for each dart
(u, v)± ∈ ~E and each i ∈ [N].

Definition 3.16. Given an n-vertex graph G = (V, E) and a d ∈ N+ we introduce the d-extended
adjacency matrix Adjd(G), a Hermitian matrix in Cnd×nd defined by

Adjd(G) = Adj(G)⊗ 1d,

where 1d denotes the d× d identity operator. When d = 1 this is the usual adjacency matrix. In
general, Adjd(G) may be thought of as the adjacency matrix of the trivial d-lift of G, the one where
all directed edges are labeled by the identity permutation. This graph consists of d disjoint copies
of G.

Definition 3.17. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a group Γ, a Γ-potential is simply an element Q of
the direct product group ΓV . We think of Q as assigning a group element, written Qv or Q(v), to
each vertex of G. We will be concerned almost exclusively with the case Γ = SN , the symmetric
group.

Let U(d) denote the d-dimensional unitary matrices. In this work we will assume that all group
representations are unitary.

Definition 3.18. Recall that if Γ is a group with d-dimensional representation π : Γ → U(d), and
V is a set of cardinality n, then the associated outer tensor product representation of the group ΓV is
π�V : ΓV → U(nd) defined by

π�V(Q) = ∑
v∈V
|v〉〈v| ⊗ π(Qv).

Definition 3.19. Given an n-vertex graph G = (V, E), a Γ-potential Q, and a d-dimensional unitary
representation π : Γ → U(d), we introduce the notation LiftAdjQ,π(G) for the nd-dimensional π-
lifted adjacency matrix

LiftAdjQ,π(G) = π�V(Q)† · Adjd(G) · π�V(Q) = ∑
(u,v)∈~E

|v〉〈u| ⊗ π(Q−1
v Qu).

Remark 3.20. In the setting of Definition 3.19, consider the directed edge-labeling σ : ~E → Γ
defined by σ(u, v) = Q−1

v Qu. Then LiftAdjQ,π is the matrix

∑
(u,v)∈~E

|v〉〈u| ⊗ π(σ(u, v)).

This matrix was introduced by Hall, Puder, and Sawin [HPS18] under the notation Aσ,π. In fact,
they studied such matrices for general edge-labelings σ satisfying σ(e−1) = σ(e)−1, not just the
so-called balanced ones arising as σ(u, v) = Q−1

v Qu from a potential Q. We will recover their level
of generality shortly, when we consider sum graphs.
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Remark 3.21. For many representations π — e.g., the standard representation std : SN → U(N − 1)
of the symmetric group — it is not natural to pick one particular unitary representation among all
the isomorphic ones. However if π1 is isomorphic to π2 via the unitary U, then π�V

1 is con-
jugate to π�V

2 via the unitary 1 ⊗ U, and the same is true of LiftAdjQ,π1
(G) and LiftAdjQ,π2

(G).
Hence these two matrices have the same spectrum and characteristic polynomial, which is what
we mainly care to study anyway.

Remark 3.22. Another representation of SN is the 1-dimensional sign representation, sgn : SN →
{±1}. When N = 2, the std and sgn representations coincide, and we obtain the well-known
correspondence between 2-lifts and edge-signings of the adjacency matrix of G.

Definition 3.23. Suppose G = (V, E) is a graph. When Γ = SN and π : SN → U(N) is the usual
permutation representation, the matrix LiftAdjQ,perm(G) is the adjacency matrix of a certain N-lift
of G, which we call a balanced N-lift. We write GQ for this lifted graph, the one obtained from the
edge-labeling σ(u, v) = Q−1

v Qu discussed in Remark 3.20. The vertex set of GQ is V× [N], and the
directed edge set is formed as follows: for each dart e = (u, v)± ∈ ~E and each i ∈ [N], we include
dart ((u, i), (v, j))± if and only if Qv j = Qui. We remark that a balanced N-lift GQ conists of N
disjoint copies of G.

Remark 3.24. In general, not all lifts of G are balanced lifts. This is true, though, if G is an acyclic
graph; indeed, it’s not hard to check that for each connected component of an acyclic graph, the
balanced lifts are in |Γ|-to-1 correspondence with general lifts. As mentioned earlier, we will
recover the full generality of lifts shortly when we consider sum graphs.

3.4 Additive lifts

Definition 3.25. When H = A1 + · · · + Ac is a sum graph on vertex set V, Q = (Q1, . . . , Qc) is
a sequence of Γ-potentials Qi : V → Γ, and π : Γ → U(d) is a representation, we introduce the
notation

LiftAdjQ,π(H) =
c

∑
i=1

LiftAdjQi ,π(Ai).

In case Γ = SN and π = perm, this is the adjacency matrix of a new sum graph

HQ = AQ1
1 + · · ·+ AQc

c

that we call the additive N-lift of H by Q. Here a balanced N-lift is performed on each atom, and
the results are summed together.

Remark 3.26. Suppose we regard an ordinary graph G = (V, E) as a sum graph A1 + · · · + Ac
where the atoms Aj are single edges, as in Definition 3.3. In this case, every N-lift of Aj is a
balanced N-lift (indeed, in |Γ| different ways, as noted in Remark 3.24). Thus the additive N-lifts
of G — when viewed again as ordinary graphs — recover all ordinary N-lifts of G.

Remark 3.27. As is well known, the spectrum of HQ — i.e., of LiftAdjQ,perm(H) — is the multiset-
union of the “old” spectrum of Adj(H) (of cardinality n), as well as “new” spectrum (of car-
dinality nN − n). As observed in [HPS18], this “new” spectrum is precisely the spectrum of
LiftAdjQ,std(H), where std : SN → U(N − 1) is the standard representation of SN .

The following fact is important for the proof of our main theorem.

Proposition 3.28. If HQ is connected, then it is a quotient of X = A1 + · · · + Ac.
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Proof. Recall that HQ can be written as AQ1
1 + · · ·+ AQc

c . Expressing each AQi
i as a sum graph of

N disjoint copies of Ai, we obtain an expression of HQ as a sum graph of Nc atoms.

HQ =
c

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Ai,j

We show that the additive product X′ = A1,1 + · · · + A1,N + · · · · · · + Ac,1 + · · · + Ac,N is
isomorphic to X, and our proposition then follows from Proposition 3.6.

We note the following:

1. For any u, v in H such that u, v ∈ AC and j ∈ [N], there is unique C′, j ∈ [N] such that (u, j)
and (v, j′) are in AC,C′ .

2. Further, for any edge uCv in H and j ∈ [N], there is unique C′, j′ ∈ [N] such that (u, j)(C, C′)(v, j′)
is an edge.

3. For any pair (u, j), (v, j′) in AC,C′ in HQ, u and v must be in AC.

4. For any edge (u, j)(C, C′)(v, j′) in HQ, uCv must be an edge in H.

Without loss of generality, we can assume X is rooted at u and X′ is rooted at (u, 1). For any
vertex v = (u, 1)(C1, C′1)(u2, i2)(C2, C′2) . . . (Ck, C′k)(uk+1, ik+1) in X′ where each (Ci, C′i) ∈ [c]× [N],
define ϕ(v) as uC1u2 . . . Ckuk+1. ϕ can be seen as an isomorphism from observations Item 1, Item 2,
Item 3, and Item 4.

Remark 3.29. Observe that even when HQ is not connected, the proof of Proposition 3.28 gives
us that every connected component of HQ is a quotient of A1 + · · · + Ac. In fact, it tells us
that for any connected component of HQ composed of atoms B1 + · · ·+ Bt, the additive product
B1 + · · · + Bt is isomorphic to A1 + · · · + Ac.

4 The additive characteristic polynomial

In this section we introduce the additive characteristic polynomial of a sequence of matrices. This
generalizes the matching polynomial of a graph. It also generalizes the “r-characteristic polyno-
mial” of a matrix introduced in [Rav16, LR18]; see Remark 4.16.

Definition 4.1. Given a “vertex set” [n], a walk ω is a sequence of vertices v0v1 . . . vt. We also
represent a walk as a corresponding sequence of directed edges (vi, vi+1) between consecutive
vertices. We call the walk closed if v0 = vt, and call t the length of the walk. A self-avoiding
walk is a walk v0 . . . vt where all vertices are distinct with the exception that we allow v0 = vt.
Given a matrix A indexed by [n], the associated weight of walk ω is wA(ω) = ∏(i,j)∈ω Aij. In the
unweighted case, this is 0 or 1 depending on whether or not ω is a valid walk in the directed graph
associated to A. A pointed cycle is defined to be a self-avoiding closed walk of length at least 1, with
the “point” being the initial/terminal vertex. We use the term cycle to refer to a pointed cycle in
which the point is “forgotten” (i.e., the cycle is treated as a set of arcs, with no distinguished
starting point).

Definition 4.2. Given a sequence of matrices A1, . . . , Ac with color set [c], a colored cycle (or colored
walk, etc.) is a pair γ̃ = (γ, j) where γ is a cycle on [n] and j ∈ [c] is a color. The key aspect of
this definition is that the weight of this colored cycle is defined to be wAj(γ̃). We will write this
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simply as w(γ̃) when A1, . . . , Ac are understood. We write CCyc(A1, . . . , Ac) for the collection of
all colored cycles of nonzero weight. (It won’t actually matter whether or not we include colored
cycles of zero weight, but it is conceptually simpler to exclude them in the unweighted case.)

Definition 4.3. Given A1, . . . , Ac as before, a trivial heap of colored cycles (cf. Definition 4.24) is a
subset M ⊆ CCyc(A1, . . . , Ac) in which all colored cycles in M are pairwise vertex-disjoint. We
define the length and weight of M (respectively) to be

`(M) = ∑
γ̃∈M

`(γ̃), w(M) = ∏
γ̃∈M

w(γ̃).

We remark that `(M) is also the number of vertices that M touches. We reserve the notation |M|
for the number of colored cycles in M. We write THeap(A1, . . . , Ac) for the collection of all trivial
heaps of colored cycles.

Example 4.4. In the monochromatic and unweighted case, a trivial heap of (colored) cycles is a
collection of vertex-disjoint directed cycles within a directed graph. Such subgraphs go under
many names, such as “partial 2-factor”, “linear subgraph”, or “sesquilinear subgraph”.

Example 4.5. In the case where G is an undirected graph with edge atoms A1, . . . , Ac, a trivial
heap of colored cycles is just a (partial) matching in G.

Definition 4.6. Let A1, . . . , Ac be matrices indexed by [n]. We define their additive characteristic
polynomial in indeterminate x to be

α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) =
n

∑
k=0

bkxn−k, bk = ∑
M∈THeap(A1,...,Ac)

`(M)=k

(−1)|M|w(M). (2)

Example 4.7. In the monochromatic case, the additive characteristic polynomial α(A; x) is the
same as the characteristic polynomial φ(A; x). This is equivalent to what is sometimes called the
Coefficients Theorem for Weighted Digraphs. It follows easily by expanding the determinant in terms
of permutations. See [CDS80, p. 36] for some history of this fact.

Example 4.8. In the case where G is an undirected graph with edge atoms A1, . . . , Ac, the additive
characteristic polynomial α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) is the same as the matching polynomial defined below

µ(G; x) := ∑
M⊆E,M∈Matchings(G)

(−1)|M|xn−2|M|

Definition 4.9. Let A be an n× n matrix and let Q be a diagonal n× n matrix with all diagonal
entries from {±1}. Then we call the matrix Q†AQ a balanced edge-signing of A. A random bal-
anced edge-signing of A refers to the case of Q†AQ, where the diagonal entries of Q are chosen
independently and uniformly at random from {±1}.

Remark 4.10. The reader may find it unnecessarily complicated for us to have written Q† here,
since Q† = Q when Q is diagonal with ±1 entries. Also, the suggestion of complex conjuga-
tion may look strange given that A’s entries are only assumed to be from a commutative ring.
However, A’s entries will usually be complex numbers or polynomials, and in the future we may
sometimes consider conjugating such A by a diagonal matrix Q whose entries are general complex
numbers. In these cases we will indeed want to write Q†AQ.
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Remark 4.11. Consider the unweighted case, when A is the adjacency matrix of a directed graph G.
Then a “balanced edge-signing” Q†AQ is indeed the adjacency matrix of a particular kind of edge-
signing of G called “balanced” in the literature [Zas82]; namely, an edge-signing with the property
that the product the signs of the arcs around any directed cycle is +1.

Remark 4.12. Consider the plain, monochromatic case, when A is the adjacency matrix of a simple
undirected graph G. Suppose also that G is a forest (i.e., it is acyclic, except insofar as an undi-
rected edge is considered to be two opposing directed arcs). Then every possible edge-signing of G
corresponds to a balanced edge-signing; in fact, for each usual edge-signing there are 2k corre-
sponding balanced edge-signings, where k is the number of connected components of G. Thus in
this case, a random balanced edge-signing is equivalent to the usual notion of a uniformly random
edge-signing.

Theorem 4.13. Let A1, . . . , Ac ∈ Cn×n. Then

α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) = E
[
φ
(

Q†
1A1Q1 + · · ·+ Q†

c AcQc; x
)]

,

where Q1, . . . , Qc are independent random balanced edge-signing matrices.

Remark 4.14. As will be seen from the proof of Theorem 4.13, the expectation is unchanged so long
as the random diagonal matrices Qj have entries Qj[i, i] that are independent complex random
variables with mean 0 and variance 1; for example, each could be chosen uniformly at random
from the complex unit circle.

Remark 4.15. In the monochromatic case of c = 1, Theorem 4.13 reduces to the fact that the
characteristic polynomial of a matrix A is invariant to the unitary conjugation A 7→ Q†AQ. In the
case that A1, . . . , Ac are the edge atoms for an undirected graph G, Theorem 4.13 reduces to the
Godsil–Gutman theorem [GG81, Corollary 2.2] that the matching polynomial of G is the expected
characteristic polynomial of a random edge-signing of G (here we are using Remark 4.12).

Remark 4.16. In the special case when A1 = A2 = · · · = Ar, the additive characteristic poly-
nomial α(A, . . . , A; x) (with r copies of A) becomes equivalent to the “r-characteristic polyno-
mial” introduced by Ravichandran [Rav16] and notated χr[A] therein.5 That work — motivated
by Anderson’s paving formulation of the Kadison–Singer conjecture — gave several combinato-
rial/algebraic formulas for χr[A], showed it is real-rooted for any Hermitian A using the Interlac-
ing Polynomials method, and gave certain bounds on its roots.

Proof of Theorem 4.13. Write A = Q†
1A1Q1 + · · · + Q†

c AcQc. We use the “Coefficients Theorem”
formula for φ(A; x) mentioned in Example 4.7:

φ(A; x) =
n

∑
k=0

akxn−k, ak = ∑
M∈THeap(A)

`(M)=k

(−1)|M|wA(M). (3)

Here M runs over all trivial heaps of uncolored cycles on [n], and wA(M) refers to the (random)
weight of such a trivial heap with respect to A. Let us say that a cycle-coloring of M is any M′ ∈

5This equivalence is particularly clear in the second version of the paper [LR18], joint with Leake, which was written
around the same time as this paper. See the discussion just preceding Definition 6.2 in [LR18]. We thank Mohan
Ravichandran for drawing this to our attention.
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THeap(A1, . . . , Ac) obtained by choosing a color in [c] for each cycle in M. Comparing Equation (3)
with the definition of α(A1, . . . , Ac; x), we see it suffices to show for each uncolored M that

E[wA(M)] = ∑
cycle-colorings M′ of M

w(M′), (4)

where w(M′) above is with respect to A1, . . . , Ac, as in Definition 4.3. Now

wA(M) = ∏
γ̃∈M

wA(γ̃) = ∏
γ̃∈M

∏
arcs
e∈γ̃

wA(e) = ∏
γ̃∈M

∏
arcs
e∈γ̃

(A1[e]q1[e] + · · ·+ Ac[e]qc[e]),

where for e = (i, i′) we have used the shorthands A[e] = A[i, i′] and qj[e] = Qj[i, i]∗Qj[i′, i′].
Expanding out the above product yields

wA(M) = ∑
arc-colorings

χ:{arcs in M}→[c]

∏
γ̃∈M

∏
arcs
e∈γ̃

Aχ(e)[e]qχ(e)[e].

Consider the expectation of a particular term in the above sum, corresponding to some arc-coloring χ.
Using the fact that the random variables Qj[i, i] are independent with mean 0 and variance 1, the
expectation is 0 unless the Qj[i, i]’s that appear appear in pairs (as Qj[i, i]∗Qj[i, i]), in which case
it equals ∏{Aχ(e)[e] : e in M}. This sort of pairing-up occurs if and only if for each cycle γ̃ ∈ M,
the arc-coloring χ assigns the same color to each arc in γ̃; i.e., if and only if χ agrees with some
cycle-coloring M′ of M. In this case, the contribution ∏{Aχ(e)[e] : e in M} indeed equals w(M′).
Thus we have established Equation (4), completing the proof.

Once we have Theorem 4.13 in hand, the following fact is easy to prove.

Fact 4.17. Suppose H = A1 + · · ·+ Ac is a sum graph and there is a way to partition [c] into S1, . . . , St
such that ∑j∈Si

Aj is a separate connected component for each j. Then

α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) =
t

∏
i=1

α
(
(Aj)j∈Si ; x

)
4.1 Freelike walks

Definition 4.18. Let ω = (u0, . . . , uT) be a walk on vertex set [n]. There is a natural way (“loop-
erasing”) of decomposing ω into a self-avoiding walk η, together with a collection of cycles. We
give an abbreviated description of it here; see also Godsil’s description of it [God93, Sec. 6.2]. We
follow the walk u0, u1, u2, . . . until the first repetition of a vertex; say us = ut with s < t. We
call the cycle (us, us+1, . . . , ut = us) thus formed the first piece in the walk. We then delete this
piece from ω (leaving one occurrence of us), and repeat the process, starting again from u0. This
generates a sequence of pieces (cycles). We proceed until the walk has no more repeated vertices,
at which point the remaining self-avoiding walk (possibly of length 0) is termed η.

Remark 4.19. We will be most interested in closed walks ω, in which case the self-avoiding walk η
indeed degenerates to the initial/terminal point u0 of ω.

Definition 4.20. Given matrices A1, . . . , Ac indexed by [n], we define a closed freelike6 walk to be a
closed walk ω̃ on [n] in which each piece is assigned a color from [c]. Its weight w(ω̃) is defined to

6Please excuse the pun mixing Voiculescu’s “free” with Godsil’s “treelike walks”.
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be the product of w(γ̃) over all pieces (colored cycles) γ̃ in ω̃. (Recall that if γ̃ = (γ, j) is a colored
cycle, its weight is wAj(γ).) We write FrWalk(A1, . . . , Ac) for the collection of all closed freelike
walks of nonzero weight.

Remark 4.21. In the unweighted case, when each Aj is the adjacency matrix of a simple directed
graph Gj on common vertex set [n], an element ω̃ ∈ FrWalk(A1, . . . , Ac) is a closed walk on [n] in
which each piece has been assigned to an atom Gj in which it wholly appears.

Remark 4.22. In the case when A1, . . . , Ac are the edge atoms of an undirected graph G, an element
ω̃ ∈ FrWalk(A1, . . . , Ac) is equivalent to a closed walk within G in which each piece has length 2;
this is precisely the definition from Godsil [God81] of a closed treelike walk in G.

Consider the monochromatic, unweighted case, when A ∈ Cn×n is the adjacency matrix of
a simple directed graph G. A common way to study the roots λ1, . . . , λn of the characteristic
polynomial φ(A; x) (i.e., the eigenvalues of A) is via the Trace Method, which says that the kth power
sum of these roots, pk(λ) = ∑n

i=1 λk
i , is equal to the number of closed walks in G of length k. This

may be seen as a combinatorial interpretation of the characteristic polynomial of a graph.
Similarly, Godsil gave a combinatorial interpretation of the matching polynomial of an undi-

rected graph G: he showed [God81, Theorem 3.6(b)] that the kth power sum of the roots of µ(G; x)
is equal to the number of closed treelike walks in G.

In Theorem 4.23 below, we give a common generalization of these two facts: in the unweighted
case, it says that for a sum graph G = A1 + · · ·+ Ac, the kth power sum of the roots of α(A1, . . . , Ac; x)
is equal to the number of closed freelike walks in G. Indeed, we prove this in the general weighted
case, where the n × n matrices Aj have entries from a commutative ring. In this case it doesn’t
make sense to speak of eigenvalues, but we may still recall a sensible interpretation of the “power
sum pk(roots( f ))” via the theory of generating functions. If

f (x) = (x− λ1)(x− λ2) · · · (x− λn)

is a general degree-n monic complex polynomial with roots λ1, . . . , λn, then

f ′(x)
f (x)

=
d

dx
log f (x) =

n

∑
i=1

1
x− λi

= x−1
n

∑
i=1

1
1− λix−1 = x−1

n

∑
i=1

(
1 + λix−1 + λ2

i x−2 + · · ·
)

= x−1
(

n + p1(λ)x−1 + p2(λ)x−2 + · · ·
)

,

(5)

at least at the level of formal generating functions. Thus for any monic polynomial f (x) with
coefficients in a commutative ring, the desired interpretation of the kth power sum of its roots is

pk = pk(roots( f )) = [xk]

(
x−1 f ′(x−1)

f (x−1)

)
. (6)

Furthermore, let us define ek = ek(roots( f )), the “kth elementary symmetric polynomial f ’s roots”,
in the natural way; namely, via f ’s coefficients, as

f (x) = xn +
n

∑
k=1

(−1)kekxn−k. (7)

Then from Equation (6) and Equation (7) one easily infers Newton’s identities, which give an alter-
native, recursive definition for pk(roots( f )) in terms of f ’s coefficients:

pk = (−1)k+1kek +
k−1

∑
i=1

(−1)i+1ei pk−i. (8)
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Theorem 4.23. Let A1, . . . , Ac be matrices indexed by [n]. Then writing α = α(A1, . . . , Ac; x), it holds
for all k ∈ N+ that

pk(roots(α)) = ∑
ω̃∈FrWalk(A1,...,Ac)

`(ω̃)=k

w(ω̃). (9)

We will give two proofs of Theorem 4.23.7 On one hand, one might say that Theorem 4.23 fol-
lows almost immediately from the “logarithmic lemma” in Viennot’s theory of “heaps of pieces”
(partially published in [Vie86] and described in more detail in the YouTube series [Vie17]). On
the other hand, this theory is not completely published, and we find it worthwhile to give the
following direct proof for the sake of being self-contained:

Proof of Theorem 4.23. Let us write

p̃k = ∑
ω̃∈FrWalk(A1,...,Ac)

`(ω̃)=k

w(ω̃).

We will show that p̃k satisfies the recursion in Equation (8) vis-a-vis the coefficients of α (cf. Equa-
tions (2) and (7)); i.e., vis-a-vis

ek = ek(roots(α)) = (−1)k ∑
M∈THeap(A1,...,Ac)

`(M)=k

(−1)|M|w(M).

It will then follow that pk(roots(α)) = p̃k.
Define Ψk to be the set of pairs (ω̃, M) ∈ FrWalk(A1, . . . , Ac)× THeap(A1, . . . , Ac) satisfying

`(ω̃) + `(M) = k. Exception: in the case of `(ω̃) = 0 and `(M) = k, we only include those pairs
for which ω̃’s single vertex appears in M.

We define an involution ψ on Ψk as follows. Given (ω̃, M) ∈ Ψk, let γ̃1 be the first piece in ω̃
(or if `(ω̃) = 0, define γ̃1 = ω̃). There are now two cases.

Case 1: The initial part of ω̃, up to and including the traversal of γ̃1, visits a vertex appearing in M. (In
the exceptional case of `(ω̃) = 0, this case always occurs.) In this case, let v be the earliest such
vertex and let γ̃ be the (unique) piece in M containing it. Since v is earliest, no other vertex of γ̃
occurs in ω̃ prior to this v; hence we may form a new freelike walk ω̃+ by inserting γ̃ into ω̃ just
after the first occurrence of v. We define ψ(ω̃, M) = (ω+, M \ γ̃).

Case 2: The initial part of ω̃, up to and including the traversal of γ̃1, is vertex-disjoint from M. In this
case, we let ω̃− be the freelike walk formed from ω by deleting its first piece γ̃1, and we define
ψ(ω̃, M) = (ω̃−, M t γ̃1). The union M t γ̃1 is indeed vertex-disjoint, since we are in Case 2.
(Also, in the exceptional case that `(ω̃−) = 0, we indeed have that ω̃−’s single vertex appears in
M t γ̃1, since it’s in γ̃1.)

We now verify that ψ is indeed an involution. Suppose first that (ω̃, M) ∈ Ψk falls into Case 1.
Using the terminology from that case, note that v occurs in ω̃ earlier than the completion of γ̃1;
thus γ̃ occurs in ω̃+ earlier than γ̃1 and hence it is the first piece in walk ω̃+. Now it is not hard to
see that ψ(ω̃, M) = (ω̃+, M \ γ̃) will fall into Case 2 (with the role of γ̃1 being played by γ̃), and
ψ(ω̃+, M \ ω̃) will again be (ω̃, M).

7in fact, probably the two proofs are more or less the same
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On the other hand, suppose (ω̃, M) ∈ Ψk falls into Case 2. Let v be the vertex at which ω̃
enters γ̃1 for the first time. Since we are in Case 2, no piece in M touches a vertex occurring
earlier than v in ω̃ (and nor does any vertex in γ̃1 other than v occur earlier). Thus in considering
ψ(ω̃, M) = (ω̃−, M t γ̃1), we see that this pair will fall into Case 1: vertex v (which is in γ̃1) will
appear in ω̃− prior to the completion of its first piece, and ψ(ω̃−, M t γ̃1) will indeed be formed
by reinserting γ̃1 into ω̃− at the first occurrence of v.

With ψ in hand, let us define the weight of pair (ω̃, M) to be W(ω̃, M) = w(ω̃)(−1)|M|w(M).
It is easy to see from its definition that W(ψ(ω̃, M)) = −W(ω̃, M). Thus since ψ is an involution,

∑
(ω̃,M)∈Ψk

W(ω̃, M) = 0,

since the summands cancel in pairs. Expanding the left-hand side in terms of its definitions, we
get

0 = k · ∑
M∈THeap(A1,...,Ac)

`(M)=k

(−1)|M|w(M) + ∑
ω̃∈FrWalk(A1,...,Ac) M∈THeap(A1,...,Ac)

`(ω̃)+`(M)=k, `(ω̃) 6=0

w(ω̃)(−1)|M|w(M)

= (−1)kkek +

(
p̃k +

k−1

∑
i=1

(−1)iei p̃k−i

)
,

which indeed shows that p̃k satisfies Equation (8) (Newton’s identities), completing the proof.

4.1.1 Heaps of pieces

We now show how Theorem 4.23 also follows from Viennot’s theory of “heaps of pieces” (see also
[Kra06], [CF06] and [GR17]). We instantiate the theory as follows:

Definition 4.24. Given A1, . . . , Ac as before, a heap of colored cycles H is a finite collection of “pieces”
satisfying certain conditions. Each “piece” is a pair (γ̃, h), where γ̃ ∈ CCyc(A1, . . . , Ac) is a colored
cycle and h ∈ N is the “height” or “level”. Two colored cycles γ̃1, γ̃2 are said to be “dependent”
(written γ̃1Cγ̃2) if they have a vertex in common. The heap conditions are the following:

• If two pieces are at the same height, they are independent. More precisely, for (γ̃1, h1), (γ̃2, h2) ∈
H, if γ̃1Cγ̃2 then h1 6= h2.

• If a piece is not at ground level, then it is supported by another piece. More precisely, if
(γ̃, h) ∈ H with h > 0 then there exists (γ̃′, h− 1) ∈ H with γ̃Cγ̃′.

We write Heap(A1, . . . , Ac) for the collection of all heaps of colored cycles. (Note that trivial heaps
are ones in which all heights are 0.) Finally, if H ∈ Heap(A1, . . . , Ac), we define its “valuation” to
be

v(H) = w(H)x`(H), where `(H) = ∑
(γ̃,h)∈H

`(γ̃);

here x is an indeterminate.

In the heaps of pieces setup, Viennot (see [Vie86]) showed the following generating function
identity:
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Inversion Lemma. ∑
H∈Heap(A1,...,Ac)

v(H) =
1

∑
M∈THeap(A1,...,Ac)

(−1)|M|v(M)
.

From Equation (2), we can easily recognize the right-hand side above as (xnα(1/x))−1. If we
now apply the operator x d

dx log to both sides, Equation (5) lets us quickly deduce the generating
function

x
d

dx
log

(
∑

H∈Heap(A1,...,Ac)

v(H)

)
= p1x + p2x2 + p3x3 + · · · . (10)

Now we may apply the other main identity in Viennot’s theory [Vie17, Chapter 2d]:

Logarithmic Lemma. x
d

dx
log

(
∑

H∈Heap(A1,...,Ac)

v(H)

)
= ∑

P∈Pyr(A1,...,Ac)

v(P).

Here Pyr(A1, . . . , Ac) denotes all pyramids of colored cycles; that is, heaps of colored cycles hav-
ing a unique maximal piece (meaning a unique piece supporting no other pieces) along with a
distinguished vertex v contained in the maximal piece. Finally, an important aspect of the theory,
that can be found in [Vie17, Chapter 3a, 3b] is that there is bijection between pyramids of cycles
and closed walks (of positive length). In our case, this is a bijection between pyramids of colored
cycles, P, and closed walks in which each piece is colored — in other words, freelike walks ω̃
(of positive length).8 And further, the bijection preserves the set of colored cycles used; hence,
v(P) = w(ω̃)x`(ω̃) under this bijection. Combining this bijection with the Logarithmic Lemma
and Equation (10) we conclude

∑
ω̃∈FrWalk(A1,...,Ac)

`(ω̃) 6=0

w(ω̃)x`(ω̃) = p1x + p2x2 + p3x3 + · · · ,

which is the generating function form of Theorem 4.23.

4.2 Root bounds for the additive characteristic polynomial

Given the expected-characteristic-polynomial formula of Theorem 4.13, we may immediately ap-
ply a theorem of Hall, Puder, and Sawin [HPS18, Thm. 4.2] (see also [MSS15d, Thm. 3.3]) to deduce
the below Theorem 4.25. This theorem generalizes the fact that the characteristic polynomial of
a Hermitian matrix is real-rooted, and the theorem [HL72] that the matching polynomial of an
undirected graph is real-rooted.

Theorem 4.25. Let A1, . . . , Ac ∈ Cn×n be Hermitian. Then the additive characteristic polynomial α(A1, . . . , Ac; x)
is real-rooted.

This real-rootedness property can be seen as a corollary of Theorem 6.7, which is discussed in
Section 6.

We would now like to generalize the theorem [HL72] that for a ∆-regular graph, the roots of the
matching polynomial have magnitude at most 2

√
∆− 1; and more generally, the theorem [God81,

MSS15b] that the roots of µ(G; x) have magnitude at most ρ(UCT(G)).

8Very briefly: Given a pyramid with a distinguished starting vertex in its maximal piece, one obtains the freelike
walk by always following the “lowest” arc in the pyramid, emanating from the current vertex, that has not yet been
followed. Conversely, given the freelike walk with distinguished starting vertex, one forms the pyramid by “dropping
in” the colored pieces as they are encountered in the loop-erasing decomposition.
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Theorem 4.26. Let H = A1 + · · ·+ Ac be a connected sum graph and X = A1 + · · · + Ac be the addi-
tive product of atoms A1, · · · , Ac on vertex set [n], as in Definition 3.4. Then the roots of α(A1, . . . , Ac; x)
lie in the interval [−ρ(X), ρ(X)].

Proof. Let λ > 0 denote the largest magnitude among the n roots of α(A1, . . . , Ac; x). From Theo-
rem 4.23 it follows that the number of closed freelike walks ω ∈ FrWalk(A1, . . . , Ac) of length 2k
is at least λ2k. Hence there exists a vertex i ∈ [n] such that the number of closed length-2k freelike
walks that start and end at i is at least 1

n λ2k. Let u be a vertex that maps to i in a covering map
from vertices from X to [n]. Thus, the number of closed walks starting and ending at u in X of
length 2k is at least 1

n λ2k.

In other words (using the notation from Definition 2.2), c(2k)
uu > 1

n λ2k for every k ∈ N. It follows
immediately from Fact 2.3 that ρ(X) > ( 1

n )
1/2kλ for every k, and hence λ 6 ρ(X) as desired.

Remark 4.27. Suppose H = A1 + · · ·+ Ac is a disconnected graph where each of the t connected
components partition [c] into S1, . . . , St such that the ith connected component is equal to ∑j∈Si

Aj.
Let Xi denote the additive product of atoms in Si. Combining Fact 4.17 and Theorem 4.26 gives us
that α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) has all its roots in [−max16i6t ρ(Xi), max16i6t ρ(Xi)].

Remark 4.28. Godsil showed in [God81] that the matching polynomial of a graph G divided the
characteristic polynomial of a certain subgraph of the universal cover of G, known as the path
tree of G, from which the desired root bounds on the matching polynomial of G follow. How-
ever, an analogous divisibility result for the additive characteristic polynomial α(A1, . . . , Ac; x)
of sum graph H = A1 + · · · + Ac seems elusive, which motivates studying the moments of
α(A1, . . . , Ac; x) via other combinatorial means.

5 Interlacing Families

In this section, we give background and facts about interlacing families which are proved in
[MSS15b, MSS15c].

Definition 5.1. Let p and q be real rooted polynomials with deg(p) = deg(q) + 1. Denote the
i-th largest root of p and q with λi and µi respectively. We say q interlaces p if λi > µi > λi+1 for
1 6 i 6 deg(q).

Definition 5.2. We say that a family of polynomials F has a common interlacing if there is some
polynomial r that interlaces every polynomial in F .

Theorem 5.3. A family of polynomials F has a common interlacing if and only if Ep∼D[p] is real-rooted
for any distribution D over F .

Definition 5.4. In our context, we call a distribution D over binary strings of length M a product
distribution if it is distributed as b1b2 . . . bM for independent bi where each bi ∼ Bernoulli(pi).

Definition 5.5. Let F be a family of real rooted polynomials indexed by {0, 1}m. We call F an
interlacing family if the polynomial given by E(s1,s2,...,sm)∼D [ps1,s2,...,sm ] is real rooted for all product
distributions D over {0, 1}m.

Remark 5.6. For the sake of intuition, we find it fruitful to give an equivalent definition of an
interlacing family of polynomials that was given in [MSS15b]. Consider a binary tree of depth m
where a vertex v is labeled by a binary string representing the path from the root to v. The leaves,
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thus, are labeled with m-bit binary strings. Now, suppose we place a polynomial on each leaf,
and recursively fill in vertices in the tree with polynomials by choosing pv we place at v as an
arbitrary convex combination of pu and pu′ at the children of v. Then, the family {p`}`∈Leaves is an
interlacing family if every pair of polynomials that share a common parent in the constructed tree
has a common interlacing.

Theorem 5.7. Suppose F is an interlacing family, then for any product distribution D over {0, 1}m, there
is s∗1 , . . . , s∗m such that

maxroot

(
E

(s1,...,sm)∼D
[ps1,...,sm ]

)
> maxroot(ps∗1 ,...,s∗m)

6 Random additive lifts and the interlacing property

Definition 6.1. Let V be a vertex set. We define

Swapij(b) :=

{
τij if b = 1
1 if b = 0

where τij is the transposition that swaps i and j, and 1 is the identity permutation. For x in {0, 1}(N
2 )

indexed by ij with 1 6 i < j 6 N, define

Perm(x) :=
n−1

∏
i=1

n

∏
j=i+1

Swapij(xij)

And finally for y in LiftEncN,V :=
(
{0, 1}(N

2 )
)V

let Potential(y) be the potential Q such that Q(v) =
Perm(yv).

Definition 6.2. Given a sum graph H = A1 + · · · + Ac on vertex set V, z ∈ LiftEncc
N,V and π a

representation of SN , following Definition 3.25 we use the notation

LiftAdjz,π(H) :=
c

∑
j=1

LiftAdjPotential(zj),π(Aj)

Definition 6.3. Following [HPS18], we call a Cd×d-valued random matrix T a rank-1 random vari-
able if T is distributed as U† diag(ω, 1, . . . , 1)V for some fixed U, V ∈ U(d) and some random
variable ω taking values in the complex unit circle.

The following facts are also simple:

Fact 6.4. Let π ∈ {perm, std, sgn} be a representation of SN and let τ ∈ SN be a transposition. Then
π(τ) is unitarily conjugate to diag(−1, 1, 1, . . . , 1). Thus if b is a Bernoulli random variable, then π(τ)
is a rank-1 random variable.

Fact 6.5. Subsequently, if x is drawn from a product distribution over {0, 1}(N
2 ), then π(Perm(x)) is the

product of (N
2 ) independent rank-1 random variables.

Fact 6.6. There is a product distributionD over {0, 1}(N
2 ) such that Perm(z) for z drawn fromD is uniform

in SN (see, e.g., [HPS18, Remark 4.7]).
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Let φ(M; x) = det(x1−M) denote the characteristic polynomial, in indeterminate x, of ma-
trix M.

Theorem 6.7. Let H = A1 + · · ·+ Ac be a sum graph on vertex set V = [n], and let π ∈ {sgn, std, perm}
be a representation of SN . Then

{
φ
(
LiftAdjz,π(H); x

)}
z∈LiftEncc

N,V
is an interlacing family.

Proof. It suffices to prove that Ez∼D
[
φ
(
LiftAdjz,π(H); x

)]
is real-rooted for any product distribu-

tion D over LiftEncc
N,V . We have

LiftAdjz,π(H) =
c

∑
j=1

π�V(Potential(zj))
† · Adjd(Aj) · π�V(Potential(zj)) (11)

where we can express each Potential(zj) as

(Perm(zj,1), 1, . . . , 1) · (1,Perm(zj,2), . . . , 1) · · · · · (1, 1, . . . ,Perm(zj,n)).

Denoting the i-th term of the above product with ρj,i, Equation (11) can be reexpressed as

LiftAdjz,π(H) =
c

∑
j=1

π�V(ρj,1 · · · ρj,n)
† · Adjd(Aj) · π�V(ρj,1 · · · ρj,n)

=
c

∑
j=1

π�V(ρj,n)
† · · ·π�V(ρj,1)

† · Adjd(Aj) · π�V(ρj,n) · · ·π
�V(ρj,n).

Now each π�V(ρj,k) is block-diagonal, with all blocks identity except for a single block that is

π(Perm(zj,k)). By Fact 6.5, the exceptional block is in fact the product of (N
2 ) independent rank-1

random variables; thus π�V(ρj,k) can also be written as a product T j,k,1 · · · T j,k,(N
2 )

of rank-1 random
variables T j,k,t. So

LiftAdjz,π(H) =
c

∑
j=1

T†
j,n,(N

2 )
· · · T†

j,1,1 · Adjd(Aj) · T j,1,1 · · · T j,n,(N
2 )

,

and real-rootedness of Ez∼D
[
φ
(
LiftAdjz,π(H); x

)]
is now a consequence of [HPS18, Theorem 4.2].

7 Root Bounds for random additive N-lifts

Let Γ be a finite group, π be a representation of Γ, A1, . . . , Ac be Hermitian matrices inCnd×nd, and
let Q1, . . . , Qc be independent and uniformly random Γ-potentials on [n]. Our object of study this
section is E[φ(A; x)] where

A :=
c

∑
j=1

π�V(Qj)
† · Aj · π�V(Qj) (12)

Recall that in Section 4, we established root bounds on the additive characteristic polynomial,
which by Theorem 4.13 is equal to E[φ(A; x)] when Γ = S2 and π = std. In this section, we extend
those same root bounds to further (Γ, π) pairs, specifically pairs satisfying “Property (P1)” that is
defined in Definition 7.7.
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Definition 7.1. Let A ∈ Cm×n be a matrix and let 0 6 k 6 min{m, n}. The kth compound matrix
of A is the matrix Ck(A) ∈ C(m

k )×(
n
k) whose (I, J) entry (for |I| = |J| = k) is the minor of A indexed

by row-set I and column-set J, i.e., det(A[I, J]). (The rows and columns of Ck(A) are considered
to be ordered lexicographically.)

We will use several elementary properties of compound matrices (see, e.g., [Ait44, Chapter V]
and [God93, Chapter 2, Lemma 1.2]), with Cauchy–Binet being the most important.9

Fact 7.2. The following hold for all matrices of appropriate shape:

1. (Generalized Cauchy–Binet.) Ck(AB) = Ck(A)Ck(B).

2. Ck(A†) = Ck(A)†.

3. If A = diag(a1, . . . , an) is diagonal, then Ck(A) is diagonal, with Ck(A)J,J = ∏i∈J aj. In particular,
Ck(1) = 1.

4. If Q = diag(q1, . . . , qn) is diagonal, then Ck(Q†AQ)I,J = Ck(Q)∗I,I · Ck(A)I,J · Ck(Q)J,J = Ck(A)I,J ·
∏i∈I q∗i ·∏j∈J qj.

5. If A is unitary then so too is Ck(A).

6. φ(A; x) = ∑n
k=0(−1)k(tr Ck(A))xn−k.

The Cauchy–Binet Theorem yields a formula for the minor of a matrix product in terms of
minors of the multiplicands. One can also obtain formulas for minors of sums of matrices in terms
of minors of the summands. The two-matrix case is classical; see, e.g., [Ait44, §44, Ex. 5] or [CSS07,
Lemma A.1]. Determinants of sums of more than two matrices were studied in, e.g., [Ami80,
RS87]; we quote here a formula whose short proof is given in [HPS18]:

Proposition 7.3. ([HPS18, Lemma 3.1].) For n× n matrices A1, . . . , Ac,

Cn(A1 + · · ·+ Ac)[n],[n] = det(A1 + · · ·+ Ac) = ∑
I1t···tIc=[n]
J1t···tJc=[n]
|It|=|Jt| ∀t∈[c]

±C|I1|(A1)I1,J1 · · · C|Ic|(Ac)Ic,Jc ,

where the± sign corresponding to partitions (I1, . . . , Ic) and (J1, . . . , Jc) is equal to sgn(σ), where σ ∈ Sn
is the permutation taking It to Jt for each t ∈ [c].

We will need to consider minors of more complicated expressions than just products or sums
of matrices. On the other hand, we will not need to know precise formulas; just something about
their structure. To that end, we state Proposition 7.4 below. A proof of a generalization of Propo-
sition 7.4 is given in Appendix A (and “unrolling” that proof would yield Proposition 7.3, e.g.).

Proposition 7.4. Let A(1)
1 , . . . , A(1)

t1
, A(2)

1 , . . . , A(2)
t2

, . . . , A(c)
1 , . . . , A(c)

tc
be indeterminate matrices. For

each A(i)
j , let A(i)

j be a (potentially) augmented matrix, containing A(i)
j as a submatrix and with all other

entries being constants. Then each minor

Ck

(
A(1)

1 · · · A
(1)
t1

+ A(2)
1 · · · A

(2)
t2

+ · · ·+ A(c)
1 · · · A

(c)
tc

)
I,J

9Indeed, Items 2 and 3 below are trivial, Items 4 and 5 follows easily from these given Cauchy–Binet, and Item 6
then follows (at least for diagonalizable A) by establishing that tr Ck(A) is the kth elementary symmetric polynomial
of A’s eigenvalues.
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is a fixed linear combination (depending only on k, I, J, t1, . . . , tc and the constants used in forming the

augmentations A(i)
j ) of products of the form

C?(A(1)
1 )?,? · · · C?(A(1)

t1
)?,? · C?(A(2)

1 )?,? · · · C?(A(2)
t2
)?,? · · · C?(A(c)

1 )?,? · · · C?(A(c)
tc
)?,?.

We now consider minors of random matrices.

Definition 7.5. Let A and B be Cm×n-valued random matrices. We say they have matching first
moments if E[A] = E[B]; i.e., E[Aij] = E[Bij] for all i, j. We say that they have matching first compound
moments if, for each k, Ck(A) and Ck(B) have matching first moments.

We will also define matching second compound moments in terms of all possible products of
two minors:

Definition 7.6. Let A and B be Cm×n-valued random matrices. We say they have matching second
compound moments if E[Ck(A)∗I J · Ck′(A)I′ J′ ] = E[Ck(B)∗I J · Ck′(B)I′ J′ ] for all k, k′, I, J, I′, J′.

To see an example of matching second compound moments, let us recall some facts from repre-
sentation theory. By virtue of the Cauchy–Binet Theorem, if π is a representation of group Γ, then
so too Ck ◦ π.10 This is known as the kth exterior power representation,

∧k π. We follow [HPS18]’s
definition of “Property (P1)”.

Definition 7.7. Let π be a d-dimensional representation of a group Γ. We say (Γ, π) satisfy Prop-
erty (P1) if the representations

∧k π for 0 6 k 6 d are irreducible and pairwise non-isomorphic.

Remark 7.8. (SN+1, std) satisfies (P1).

Remark 7.9. (H(N), def) satisfies (P1), where def is the defining representation of H(N), which
maps to matrices with {0,±1} entries with exactly one nonzero in each row and column. The
reason this is true is that H(N) is a Coxeter group and (P1) is known to hold for all Coxeter
groups. This result is attributed to Robert Steinber by [Bou07, Chapter 5, §2, Exercise 3(d)]. The
reader can find a proof in [GP+00, Section 5.1].11

We also have the following Grand Orthogonality Theorem:

Theorem 7.10. Let π and π′ be irreducible d-dimensional representations of the compact group Γ. Let
g ∼ Γ be drawn according to the uniform (Haar) distribution and write A = π(g), B = π′(g). Then

E[A∗i,j · Bi′,j′ ] = δππ′δii′δjj′
1
d

, (13)

where δ is the Kronecker delta and δππ′ corresponds to whether or not π and π′ are isomorphic.

Using the fact that the right-hand side of Equation (13) does not depend on Γ except through
whether π and π′ are isomorphic, we conclude the following:

Corollary 7.11. Let (Γ, π) and (Γ′, π′) be pairs satisfying (P1). Write A = π(g) and B = π′(g′)
for g ∼ Γ, g′ ∼ Γ′ drawn from the uniform (Haar) distribution. Then A and B have matching second
compound moments.

We now come to our main theorem for this section, which generalizes [HPS18, Theorem 1.8].

10And from Fact 7.2, Item 5, if π is unitary, then so too is Ck ◦ π.
11The definition of H(N) that the reader can keep in mind is the set of all signed permutation matrices.
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Theorem 7.12. The expected characteristic polynomial E[φ(A; x)] for A defined in Equation (12) has the
same value for any pair (Γ, π) satisfying (P1).

Proof. By Fact 7.2, Item 6, it suffices to prove the stronger fact that the first compound moments
of A are invariant to the choice of (Γ, π) satisfying (P1).

We can write each π�V(Qi) as

π�V(Qj(1), 1, . . . , 1) · π�V(1, Qj(2), . . . , 1) · · ·π�V(1, 1, . . . , Qj(n)),

and each matrix π�V(1, . . . , 1, Qj(v), 1, . . . , 1) is simply the random matrix π(Qj(v)) augmented,
block-diagonally, by identity matrices. Thus Proposition 7.4 can be applied to A and we obtain
that each minor Ck(A)I J is a fixed linear combination of products of the form

c

∏
i=1
C?(π(Qj(n))

†)?,? · · · C?(π(Qj(1))
†)?,? · C?(Aj)?,? · C?(π(Qj(1)))?,? · · · C?(π(Qj(n)))?,?.

Using linearity of expectation and the fact that all matrices Qj(r) are independent, we get that
E[Ck(A)I J ] is a fixed linear combination of products of expectations of the form

E[C?(π(Qj(j)†))?,? · C?(π(Qj(j)))?,?].

But each such expectation is invariant to the choice of (Γ, π) satisfying (P1), by Corollary 7.11.

We derive the following corollary with a short proof.

Corollary 7.13. Let H = A1 + · · ·+ Ac be a sum graph and let G be a random additive N-lift. Following
the proof of Proposition 3.28, we can write G as a sum graph A1,1 + · · ·+ A1,N + · · ·+ Ac,1 + · · ·+ Ac,N .
Suppose we choose Γ = SN+1 and π as its standard representation. Then

E[φ(A; x)] = E[α(A1,1, · · · , Ac,N ; x)] (14)

for A from Equation (12).

Proof. From Theorem 4.13, the right hand side can be rewritten as as E[φ
(
Ã; x

)
] where Ã is set

according to Equation (12) with the (Γ, π) pair chosen as (H(N), def). The equality immediately
follows from combining Remark 7.8 and Remark 7.9 with Theorem 7.12.

Combining the above with Theorem 4.26 and the fact that additive characteristic polynomial
of a sum graph is monic, we obtain

Corollary 7.14. Suppose H = A1 + · · · + Ac is a connected sum graph, Qi and A are the same as in
Equation (12), and (Γ, π) = (SN , std). Then E[φ(A; x)] has all its roots in the interval [−ρ(X), ρ(X)]
where X = A1 + · · · + Ac.

Proof. From Corollary 7.13, it suffices to show that all roots of the RHS of Equation (14) lie in the
desired interval. Since the additive characteristic polynomial is always monic, it is enough to show
that for a fixed lift of H, called G given by A1,1 + · · ·+ Ac,N , α(A1,1, . . . , Ac,N ; x) has all its roots in
[−ρ(X), ρ(X)]. This follows immediately from combining Remark 3.29 and Remark 4.27.
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8 X-Ramanujan Lifts and Proof of Theorem 2.22

In this section, we bring all the tools developed in the previous sections together and prove a
statement from which our main theorem follows.

Theorem 8.1. Suppose H = A1 + · · ·+ Ac is a sum graph on finite vertex set V. Then for every N ∈ N+,
there is an additive N-lift G of H such that every new eigenvalue λ ∈ spec(G) \ spec(H) has λ 6
ρ(A1 + · · · + Ac).

Proof. Let Q1, . . . , Qc be uniformly random potentials. It follows from Fact 6.6 that there is a
product distribution D over LiftEncc

N,V such that each Qi is distributed as Potential(zi) for z ∼ D.
Thus, we have

LiftAdjQ,std(H) = LiftAdjz,std(H)

Recall that from Theorem 6.7,
{

φ
(
LiftAdjz,std(H); x

)}
z∈LiftEncc

N,V
is an interlacing family, which

means Ez∼D
[
φ
(
LiftAdjz,std(H); x

)]
is real-rooted and from Theorem 5.7 we have the existence

of z∗ such that

maxroot
(
φ
(
LiftAdjz∗,std(H); x

))
6 maxroot

(
E
[
φ
(
LiftAdjQ,std(H); x

)])
By Corollary 7.14, the right hand side of the above expression is at most ρ(A1 + · · · + Ac).
The new eigenvalues of the lift given by z∗, namely spec(G) \ spec(H), are exactly given by the

roots of φ
(
LiftAdjz∗,std(H); x

)
from Remark 3.27 and hence the theorem follows.

Proof of Theorem 2.22. Since X is an additive product graph, it can be written as A1 + · · · + Ac for
graphs A1, . . . , Ac on finite vertex set V. Let G1 = A1 + ... + Ac, and let Gn be an additive n-lift of
G1 for which all new eigenvalues are bounded by ρ(X). Since ρ(X) < χ(X) by assumption, Gn is
connected. Thus, each Gn is a quotient of X by Proposition 3.28, and has at most |V| eigenvalues
that exceed ρ(X). Hence X is |V|-quasi-Ramanujan.
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A Formulas for minors

Definition A.1. We define a matrix formula to be a tree in which the leaves are labeled with distinct
formal symbols for matrices, and the internal nodes are of three types: product, sum, and augmen-
tation. A product (respectively, sum) gate has two or more ordered children, and computes the
product (respectively, sum) of its children. (It will be convenient to order the children of a sum
node, despite commutativity of matrix summation.) An augmentation node has only one child,
but comes together with some fixed additional rows and/or columns; it operates by extending its
child with these rows/columns.

Figure 5: An example matrix formula Φ

Remark A.2. As an example, the matrix formula Φ shown in Figure 5 computes the formula

Φ(A1, A2, A3, A4) =

[
1 0A1 0 1

] 
1 0
0 1

A2

 (A3 + A4).

It is tacitly assumed that the matrix dimensions are always appropriate for the operations in-
volved; in our example, A1 should be 2×m, A2 should be m× 2, and A3, A4 should be 2× n, for
some m, n. Incidentally, if m = 2 in this example, then Φ computes (A1 + A2)(A3 + A4). We will
generally identify a matrix formula Φ with the function of matrices it computes; we also always
list its leaves/arguments in left-to-right order.
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The main result of this section, which includes Proposition 7.4 as a special case, is the follow-
ing:

Proposition A.3. Let Φ(A1, . . . , At) be a matrix formula. Then any compound matrix entry Ck(Φ(A1, . . . , At))I,J
is a linear combination of products of the form

C?(A1)?,? · C?(A2)?,? · · · C?(At)?,?,

where the coefficients in the linear combination, as well as the values replacing the ? symbols, depend only
on the structure of Φ and the row/column constants in its augmentation nodes.

Proof. We may assume all product and sum nodes have fan-in exactly 2, by expanding them to
multiple fan-in-2 nodes. We can also convert all sum nodes to combinations of product and aug-

mentation nodes by using the identity A+ B =
[

A 1
] [ 1

B

]
, for appropriately shaped identity

matrices 1. Finally, we may assume all augmentation nodes only add one row or column, by ex-
panding them to multiple augmentation nodes. We can now prove the proposition by structural
induction on the formula Φ, the base case of a single leaf being obvious. By our simplifications,
there are only two inductive cases: the product of two formulas, and the augmentation of a for-
mula by a single row or column.

In the product case we can use Cauchy–Binet:

Ck(Φ1(A1, . . . , As) ·Φ2(B1, . . . , Bt))I,J = (Ck(Φ1(A1, . . . , As)) · Ck(Φ2(B1, . . . , Bt)))I,J

= ∑
K
Ck(Φ1(A1, . . . , As))I,K · Ck(Φ2(B1, . . . , Bt))K,J . (15)

By induction, each Ck(Φ1(A1, . . . , As))I,K is a linear combination of products C?(A1)?,? · · · C?(As)?,?,
and similarly for each Ck(Φ2(B1, . . . , Bt))K,J . Thus Equation (15) establishes that Ck(Φ1 ·Φ2)I,J is a
linear combination of products C?(A1)?,? · · · C?(As)?,? · C?(B1)?,? · · · C?(Bt)?,?.

As for the augmentation case, suppose we are considering Ck(Φ)I,J where Φ =
[

c Φ1
]

with
c being a fixed column vector. (The case of augmentation on the other side, or of augmentation
by a row vector, is essentially the same.) Now Ck(Φ)I,J is either a minor of Φ1 (if 1 6∈ J), in which
case we’re done by induction, or else it is of the form det

([
cI Φ′1

])
for some submatrix Φ′1

of Φ1. Then by cofactor expansion of this determinant along the column cI , we obtain a linear
combination of minors of Φ′1. In turn, this is a linear combination of minors of Φ1, so again we’re
done by induction.

B Ramanujan quotients of vertex transitive free products

Definition B.1. Given graphs G1, . . . , G` rooted at v1, . . . v` respectively, consider the following
construction. Define Ṽ as the disjoint union of all V ′(Gi) := V(Gi) \ {vi} and for each v ∈ Ṽ, let
Type(v) denote the unique j such that v ∈ V ′(Gj). Let V be the set of finite strings of the form
a1a2 . . . ak such that a1 ∈ Ṽ and for i > 1, ai ∈ Ṽ \V ′(GType(ai−1)). For v ∈ V and x, y ∈ Ṽ such that
vx and vy are also in V, we put an edge between vx and vy if Type(x) = Type(y) and {x, y} is an
edge in GType(x); and we put an edge between v and vx if {vType(x), x} is an edge in GType(x). We
call the graph obtained by placing edges according to the described rule between vertices of V as
the free product of G1, . . . , G`, denoted as G1 ∗ · · · ∗ G`.

Remark B.2. The free product of Cayley graphs rooted at the identity of the corresponding group
coincides with the Cayley graph of the free product of the corresponding groups. The free product
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of d rooted edges, where a rooted edge can be thought of as the Cayley graph of F2 rooted at 0, is
the d-regular infinite tree.

Next, we state results of how the spectrum of the free product of a collection of graphs is
related to the spectra of those graphs in the collection.

Definition B.3. Given a measure µ onR, the Cauchy transform of µ is

Gµ (x) :=
∫
R

1
x− λ

dµ(λ)

For a real-rooted polynomial p, we will often consider the measure µp which is the uniform distri-
bution over its roots. When considering this measure, we abuse notation and write Gp (x) instead
of Gµp (x).

Definition B.4. The inverse Cauchy transform of µ is

Kµ (x) := sup{y : Gµ(y) = x}

when the quantity is well defined.

The free convolution operator from free probability theory (see e.g. [Spe09]) gives the dis-
tribution of the sum of free random variables from the distributions of the individual random
variables.

Definition B.5. Given measures µ1, µ2, . . . , µ`, the free convolution µ1 + · · · + µ` is defined as the
measure satisfying

Kµ1+···+µ`
(x) =

`

∑
i=1
Kµi (x)− `− 1

x

The significance of the free convolution to our work is that the spectral measure of the free
product of ` graphs is the free convolution of the spectral measures of those graphs. In particular,
one can find the following in [Woe00, Theorem 9.19].

Theorem B.6. Given vertex transitive graphs G1, . . . , G` rooted at v1, . . . , v` with spectral measures
µ1, . . . , µ`, the spectral measure of the free product graph G1 ∗ · · · ∗ G` is given by µ1 + · · · + µ`.

Definition B.7. Given degree-d polynomials, p and q, let A and B be d× d diagonal matrices with
the roots of p and q respectively on the diagonal. Let Q be a random orthogonal matrix drawn
from the Haar distribution over the group of d× d orthogonal matrices under multiplication. We
define

p +d q := E
[
φ
(

QAQ† + B; x
)]

as the finite free convolution of p and q.

Suppose G1, . . . , G` are vertex transitive graphs where Gi is di-regular and ρ(X), the spectral
radius of X, is at most ∑`

i=1 di where X = G1 ∗ · · · ∗G`. We show the existence of an infinite family
of X-Ramanujan quotients. Let s = LCM(|V(G1), . . . , |V(G`)|). To construct an X-Ramanujan
quotient on st vertices, an approach is to take A1, . . . , A` where Ai is a graph comprising of st

|V(Gi)|
disjoint copies of Gi and take H = ∑ Pi AiP†

i where each Pi is a random permutation matrix.
The existence of an infinite family of X-Ramanujan graphs immediately follows from the theorem
below.
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Theorem B.8. H is X-Ramanujan with positive probability.

Before proving Theorem B.8 we state some results from [MSS15d, MSS15a] and a result that is
from personal communication with Nikhil Srivastava and Marc Potters. We overload notation and
use λk(A) to denote the k-th largest eigenvalue of matrix A and λk(p) to denote the k-th largest
root of polynomial p. Another observation we point out is that since each Gi is vertex transitive, it
is regular with degree di.

Lemma B.9 (Theorem 3.4 of [MSS15d]). λk(H) 6 λk(E [φ(H; x)]) with positive probability.

Lemma B.10 (Corollary 4.9 of [MSS15d]).

E [φ(H; x)] =

(
x−

`

∑
i=1

di

)
p1(x) +d−1 · · · +d−1 p`(x)

where pi(x) = φ(Ai ;x)
x−di

.

Lemma B.11 (Theorem 1.7 of [MSS15a]).

Kq1+d−1··· +d−1q` (x) 6
`

∑
i=1
Kqi (x)− `− 1

x
= Kq1+ ··· +q` (x)

The following theorem and its proof was given to us by Nikhil Srivastava and Marc Potters.

Theorem B.12. Let p1(x), . . . , p`(x) be degree d polynomials. Let µ1, . . . , µ` be the normalized counting
measures of the roots of p1, . . . , p` respectively. Then the max root of p1 �d . . .�d pd is upper bounded by
the right edge of µ1� . . .� µd.

Proof. Let M be the right edge of the support of µ1� . . .� µd. By the pinching lemma, we have

Kp1�d ...�d p` (w) 6 Kp1(w) + . . . +Kp`(w)− 1/w
= Kµ1�...�µ`

(w)− 1/w

The proposition now allows us to translate bounds on the inverse Cauchy transform into bounds
on the edge of the spectrum. We apply the proposition, and use the pinching lemma applied to
w = Gµ�ν(M):

maxroot(p1�d . . .�d p`) = Kp1�d ...�d p`(∞)

6 Kp1�d ...�d p`(Gµ1�...�µ`
(M))

6 Kµ1�...�µ`
(Gµ1�...µ`

(M))− 1
Gµ1�...�µ`

(M)

= M− 1
Gµ1�...�µ`

(M)

6 M

This is the desired result.

Proof of Theorem B.8. From Theorem B.12

λ1(p1 +d−1 · · · +d−1 p`) 6 M

where M is the right edge of the support of µ1� . . .� µ`, also equal to ρ(X).
From the assumption that ρ(X) < ∑`

i=1 di and Lemma B.10, it follows that λ2 (E [φ(H; x)]) 6
ρ(X). Consequently, from Lemma B.9 we can conclude that λ2 6 ρ(X) with positive probability,
thereby proving the theorem.
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